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a b s t r a c t

Owen and Davidson coined the term ‘Hubris Syndrome’ (HS) for a characteristic pattern of

exuberant self-confidence, recklessness, and contempt for others, shown by some in-

dividuals holding substantial power. Meaning, emotion and attitude are communicated

intentionally through language, but psychological and cognitive changes can be reflected in

more subtle ways, of which a speaker remains unaware. Of the fourteen symptoms of HS,

four imply lexical choices: use of the third person/‘royal we’; excessive confidence; exag-

gerated self-belief; and supposed accountability to God or History. One other feature

(recklessness) could influence language complexity if impulsivity leads to unpredictability.

These hypotheses were tested by examining transcribed spoken discourse samples pro-

duced by two British Prime Ministers (Margaret Thatcher and Tony Blair) who were said to

meet criteria for HS, and one (John Major) who did not. We used Shannon entropy to reflect

informational complexity, and temporal correlations (words or phrases whose relative

frequency correlated negatively with time in office) and keyness values to identify lexical

choices corresponding to periods during which HS was evident. Entropy fluctuated in all

three subjects, but consistent (upward) trends in HS-positive subjects corresponded to

periods of hubristic behaviour. The first person pronouns ‘I’ and ‘me’ and the word ‘sure’

were among the strongest positive temporal correlates in Blair’s speeches. Words and

phrases that correlated in the speeches of Thatcher and Blair but not in those of Major

included the phrase ‘we shall’ and ‘duties’ (both negative). The keyness ratio of ‘we’ to

‘I’ was clearly higher throughout the terms of office of Thatcher and Blair that at any point

in the premiership of Major, and this difference was particularly marked in the case of

Blair. The findings are discussed in the context of historical evidence and ideas for

enhancing the signal to noise ratio put forward.

ª 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
‘Take care of the sense and the sounds will take care of

themselves’

Lewis Carroll: Alice in Wonderland (1865)
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1. Introduction

The phenomenon of exuberant overconfidence (hubris), and

subsequent humiliation or destruction (nemesis) of powerful

leaders is a familiar one: it is a recurring theme in Ancient
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Greek tragedy, runs through the Western dramatic canon in

depictions of doomed tyrants, and has been played out in the

rise and fall of dictators throughout history, right up to the

present century. The English language itself reflects the cul-

tural impact of the phenomenon in cliché (“power has gone to

his head”), proverbs (“pride goes before a fall”), and dicta

[“power tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupts abso-

lutely” (Acton, 1887)]. Recent events in Western democratic

politics, business and finance have brought wider issues of

leadership, andwhat Bertrand Russell (1961) referred to as ‘the

intoxication of power’, under renewed scrutiny.

The political sphere is particularly worthy of close study

because events take place in a public space, allowing the

interacting influences of circumstance, behaviour and

decision-making on outcomes (both favourable and unfav-

ourable) to be observed and interpreted from a historian’s

perspective. Owen (2006, 2008; Owen & Davidson, 2009) used

his first-hand experience of politics and government to

examine the careers of UK Prime Ministers and US Presidents

who held office during turbulent periods of the 20th and 21st

Centuries. He identified a series of distinctive behavioural

features in a subset of these figures, and proposed that when

some or all of these features co-occur in an individual occu-

pying a position of power, that individual may be regarded as

suffering from ‘Hubris Syndrome’ (HS).

Of course, personality may predispose to the development

of HS, particularly if the factors that lead individuals to seek

positions of power are similar to those that make them

vulnerable when in office. However, the full-blown syndrome

emerges only after ‘substantial power’ has been acquired, and

in most cases remits when the subject leaves office. On this

basis, Owen and Davidson (2009) defined HS as ‘a disorder of

the possession of power, particularly power that has been

associated with overwhelming success, held for a period of

years and with minimal constraint on the leader’ (Owen &

Davidson, 2009) [italics added].
Table 1 e The symptoms of HS (adapted from Owen & Davidson

Proposed criteria for Hubris syndrome; abbreviations indicate o

1. A Narcissistic propensity to see their world primarily as an ar

2. A predisposition to take actions which seem likely to cast the

enhance image; NPD 1

3. A disproportionate concern with image and presentation; NP

4. A messianic manner of talking about current activities and a

5. An identification with the nation or organisation to the exten

interests as identical; (unique)

6. A tendency to speak in the third person or use the royal ‘we’

7. Excessive confidence in the individual’s own judgement and

8. Exaggerated self-belief, bordering on a sense of omnipotence

9. A belief that, rather than being accountable to the mundane

they answer is: History or God; NPD 3

10. An unshakeable belief that in that court they will be vindicat

11. Loss of contact with reality; often associated with progressive

12. Restlessness, recklessness and impulsiveness; (unique)

13. A tendency to allow their ‘broad vision’ about the moral rect

practicality, cost or outcomes; (unique)

14. Hubristic incompetence, where things go wrong because too

the nuts and bolts of policy; HPD 5

APD ¼ Antisocial Personality Disorder; HPD ¼ Histrionic Personality Diso
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The 14 clinical features, or symptoms, that have been

proposed for HS are listed in Table 1. Some are similar to those

listed in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Dis-

orders version four (DSM-IV) (Cooper, 2001) as suggestive of

other personality disorders, namely Antisocial (criterion 11),

Histrionic (criterion 14) and Narcissistic (criteria 1e4 and 7e9)

types. The remaining five criteria however, which appear in

the table in bold type, are unique to HS. It is proposed that, to

make a diagnosis of HS, at least three out of the 14 defining

symptoms should be present, including at least one of the

unique features. Finally, there should be no other potential

medical or psychiatric explanations (such as organic brain

diseases, bipolar disorder, drug or alcohol abuse) for the

atypical patterns of behaviour. This exclusion criterion proved

important, as many of the candidates for HS displayed be-

haviours for which plausible alternative accounts were

available.

Applying these criteria, Owen and Davidson (2009) identi-

fied five cases of HS among 14 US Presidents and UK Prime

Ministers, whose histories in office indicated that they were

candidates for the diagnosis (bracketed dates indicate term of

office): US President George W. Bush (2001e9); and UK Prime

Ministers David Lloyd-George (1916e22), Neville Chamberlain

(1937e40), Margaret Thatcher (1979e90) and Tony Blair

(1997e2007).

Garrard (2009, 2010; Peters & Garrard, 2013) has argued that

language provides a rich source of biologically eloquent data

for historians interested in the mental and cognitive states of

individuals whose written or spoken discourse has been pre-

served in large quantities. Central to this claimwas the finding

of striking differences in lexical variety and syntactic

complexity between the texts of the early and late works of

the novelist Iris Murdoch, whose final novel was composed

shortly before the emergence of the earliest symptoms of

Alzheimer’s disease, and almost certainly influenced by the

disease (Garrard, Maloney, Hodges, & Patterson, 2005) [though
, 2009).

verlap with features of personality disorder listed in DSM-IV

ena in which to exercise power and seek glory; NPD 6

individual in a good light e i.e., in order to

D 3

tendency to exaltation; NPD 2

t that the individual regards his/her outlook and

; (unique)

contempt for the advice or criticism of others; NPD 9

, in what they personally can achieve; NPD 1 and 2 combined

court of colleagues or public opinion, the court to which

ed; (unique)

isolation; APD 2 and 5

itude of a proposed course to obviate the need to consider

much self-confidence has led the leader not to worry about

rder; NPD ¼ Narcissistic Personality Disorder.
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see Todd (2001) for an alternative view]. A later examination of

samples of parliamentary speeches made by Harold Wilson

shortly before his surprise resignation as PrimeMinister of the

United Kingdom in 1976, found evidence of a change in the

distinctiveness of his vocabulary when comparedwith similar

speeches made in earlier years (Garrard, 2009). Wilson also

famously succumbed to Alzheimer’s disease in later years,

and it was proposed that these later speeches also contained

presymptomatic clues to an evolving pathological process

(Garrard, 2009).

A wider implication of these studies is that lexical choice

and linguistic structure could be considered among the

‘honest signals’ (behaviours by which attitudes and motiva-

tions are unconsciously communicated) that have been

extensively explored by Pentland (2008) and his co-workers.

Detailed studies of unconscious lexical choices have shown

clear differences between transcripts of language produced

under a range of psychological conditions, including positive

versus negative mood, and superior versus inferior position

within a hierarchy (Pennebaker, 2012). Lewis Carroll’s

Duchess (see the epigraph) appears to have arrived at a similar

conclusion some 150 years earlier.

Might any of the 14 clinical features of HS that are listed in

Table 1 also be reflected in the language produced by those

suffering from the disorder? One very explicit prediction is

inherent in symptom 6 (‘a tendency to speak in the third

person or to use the “royal we”’): if present, this should give

rise to increased usages of the terms ‘he/she’, ‘him/her’, ‘his/

her(s)’, ‘we’, ‘us’, ‘our’, or the speaker’s own name, in contexts

where the first person pronoun would be expected. The

presence of symptoms 7 (‘excessive confidence in the in-

dividual’s own judgement and contempt for the advice or

criticism of others’) and/or 8 (‘exaggerated self-belief,

bordering on a sense of omnipotence, in what they person-

ally can achieve’) might be expected to give rise to increased

usages of terms such as ‘certain’, ‘sure’, ‘confident’, and

‘succeed/success’. Finally, symptom 9 (‘a belief that rather

than being accountable to the mundane court of colleagues or

public opinion, the court to which they answer is History or

God’) would clearly predict increased usages of the terms

‘History’ and ‘God’.

Other symptoms may be reflected in higher order charac-

teristics of language use: symptoms 12 (‘restlessness, reck-

lessness and impulsiveness’), and 14 (‘hubristic

incompetence, where things go wrong because too much self-

confidence has led the leader not to worry about the nuts and

bolts of policy’) imply the development of a casual, slipshod

style of thinking and planning. Such a change could plausibly

be marked by variation in metrics of language complexity in

samples produced under conditions of HS.

The overarching hypothesis of the present study, there-

fore, was that the language produced by political leaders who

had been independently identified as developing HS while

holding office, would show consistent differences from that of

a leader who was judged not to have succumbed to the dis-

order, and that the time course of these changes would

correlate with the historical context in which HS was judged

to have emerged. In searching for linguistic markers of HS, we

adopted three broad analytical approaches: First, we

computed a global measure of complexity across the time
Please cite this article in press as: Garrard P, et al., Linguistic biom
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span of each subject’s period of office, hypothesising that

complexity in the language produced by a speaker whose

attention to detail is dwindling (symptom 14) or who is

showing ‘restlessness, recklessness and impulsiveness’

(symptom 12) would be higher than that of a control speaker,

and that longitudinal samples would show distinct trajec-

tories of change in this variable.

Secondly, because of the importance of the duration of

power in conferring vulnerability to HS we used a longitudinal

analysis of word frequency rates to identify individual words

and phrases whose rate of use changed (in a positive or

negative direction) as a function of time in office.

Finally, we examined discourse samples for single words

that appeared significantly more often in the language of each

of the subjects than in that of others whose language was

recorded over the same period and under similar circum-

stances (i.e., ‘keywords’). We predicted that one or more

words indicative of symptoms 6, 7, 8 or 9, as outlined above,

would achieve high levels of ‘keyness’ (Scott & Bondi, 2010)

and that thismight be evident in differences between samples

produced before versus after the emergence of HS.

We tested these hypotheses in a longitudinal sample of

transcribed spoken language that had been produced by two

of the leaders in whom Owen (2008) identified HS. The lan-

guage of a third leader from the same era who was judged not

to have developed HS was used as a control sample.
2. Subjects, materials and methods

2.1. Study subjects

The subjects whose spoken language formed the basis of the

study were the three British Prime Ministers who held office

between 1979 and 2007. These included two of the four Prime

Ministers who met criteria for HS in Owen and Davidson’s

(2009) paper (Margaret Thatcher and Tony Blair), and one

whose time in office did not provide evidence for the diagnosis

(John Major). Major succeeded Thatcher in 1990 and served a

full term as Prime Minister after winning the 1992 general

election. The data that we submit to analysis in this paper

therefore relate to an unbroken period of British political

history between 1979 and 2007.

Timelines of the key events of the three subjects’ terms of

office, with the putative period(s) of HS indicated, are provided

in Figs. 1e3. Formore detailed historical summaries the reader

is referred to the relevant entries in the online edition of the

Encyclopaedia Britannica <http://www.britannica.co.uk>.

2.1.1. Margaret Thatcher (1979e1990)
Following the replacement of Edward Heath’s Conservative

government with a minority Labour administration in the

February 1974 general election, and the emergence of a small

overall majority for Labour in a further election eight months

later, Heath opened his leadership of the Conservative Party to

a poll of its MPs. The contest was won in February 1975 by

Margaret Thatcher, who had served in Heath’s government as

Secretary of State for Education and Science.

Under Thatcher’s leadership the Conservatives won the

1979 general election, and were re-elected in 1983 e their (and
arkers of Hubris syndrome, Cortex (2013), http://dx.doi.org/
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Fig. 1 e Timeline of the Prime Ministerial career of Margaret Thatcher e May 4th 1979 to November 28th 1990: Thatcher had been

a Cabinet Minister in Heath’s 1970e74 Government, and a constituency MP since 1959. She entered 10 Downing Street four

years after succeeding Edward Heath as Conservative Party leader. During the early years of her premiership, her

Government’s monetarist economic policies coupled with the recessionary economic conditions led to widespread

unpopularity, but she won a second general election with an increased majority in 1983, having benefited from both an

economic recovery and the successful outcome of the Falklands War. Hubris emerged first (red arrows) during post-war

victory celebrations, but appears to have subsided, supposedly under the influence of her Deputy Prime Minister, William

Whitelaw.WhenWhitelaw resigned after suffering a stroke in December 1987, Thatcher began to show increasing evidence

of HS, giving rise to deep divisions within the Cabinet, damaging resignations, and ultimately a leadership challenge by her

former Secretary of State for Defence, Michael Heseltine. Thatcher was unable to garner sufficient support to justify

continuing in office, withdrew from the contest, and was replaced as Party leader and Prime Minister shortly afterwards.
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particularly her) faltering popularity having been dramatically

restored by the success of the Falklands campaign in 1982.

Initially attentive to both advice and policy detail (Lawson,

1992) her behaviour militated against an early diagnosis of

HS under Owen and Davidson’s criteria. Her famous ‘Rejoice’

comment following the Argentine surrender of South Georgia

in April 1982 can be understood as an expression of relief

rather than triumphalism. Thatcher’s hubris seems to have

first emerged immediately after the war (Owen, 1987, pp.

199e200). As the journalist Hugo Young (1989) observed: ‘In

October, a march was held in the City. this was perhaps the

pinnacle of the Prime Minister’s self-glorification. Unusually,

no member of the Royal Family was invited to be present at

this great ceremonial occasion. In the 1945 parade celebrating

victory in the Second World War, Churchill and Attlee were

positioned at a discreet distance from the saluting base.’

Following her third and final general election victory

Thatcher directed her energies towards the idea that local

government should be funded by a flat rate of tax (the Com-

munity Charge, or ‘Poll Tax’). Nigel Lawson (who opposed the

tax), disagreed with her, but noted that she was nonetheless

‘attentive to the extensive studies’ (Owen & Davidson, 2009).

Ultimately, however, it was Thatcher’s opposition to Euro-

pean monetary union that caused the deepest divisions of

opinion among her Cabinet colleagues. This period dated from

January 1988, after Viscount Whitelaw (who had served as
Please cite this article in press as: Garrard P, et al., Linguistic bio
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Deputy Prime Minister) left the Cabinet because of ill health.

According to Nigel Lawson, Thatcher’s behaviour had been

held in check by her deputy for more than eight years, but

after his resignation, she ‘was never the same again’ (Garnett

& Aitken, 2003, pp. 325e329).

On her return from the Rome summit of the European

Heads of Government in October 1990, Thatcher’s behaviour

and bombastic rhetoric emerged both in Cabinet (accurately

portrayed by Meryl Streep in the film ‘The Iron Lady’) and very

obviously in the House of Commons (the famous “No, no, no!”

speech). It provoked the Leader of the House and former

Foreign Secretary Sir Geoffrey Howe to resign from the Cabi-

net, urging his colleagues to “consider their own response to

the tragic conflict of loyalties with which I have myself

wrestled for perhaps too long” (Hansard, 13th November,

1990). A leadership challenge followed (see below), leading to

her resignation. A three-times election winner had been

deposed by her ownMPs. She retired from Parliament in 1992.

2.1.2. Tony Blair (1997e2007)
Tony Blair was elected leader of the Labour Party in 1994, after

the sudden death of his predecessor, John Smith. In the 1997

general election Blair led Labour to a landslide victory

becoming, at the age of 43, the youngest Prime Minister since

1812. While leader of the opposition, he had reconfigured his

Party’s political philosophy to one of ‘democratic socialism’,
markers of Hubris syndrome, Cortex (2013), http://dx.doi.org/
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Fig. 2 e Timeline of the Prime Ministerial career of Tony Blair e May 2nd 1997 to June 27th 2007: Blair became Prime Minister

after 14 years as a constituency MP, for nine of which he was a member of the opposition front bench, but no experience of

government at any level. He led New Labour to three general election victories, and served two full terms as Prime Minister,

resigning two years into his third, under pressure from his Parliamentary Party. Among the most significant achievements

of his Premiership was the signing of the Good Friday Agreement in 1998. However, aspects of his behaviour and decision-

making during and after the Kosovo War, in which he was a key ally of President Clinton, were judged to meet criteria for

HS. Key events in this category are indicated in the diagram by red arrows. HS may have subsided by the time Blair left

office, though it is notable that he refers, in his autobiography, to ‘the final hubris overwhelm[ing him]’ at this point (Blair,

2010).

c o r t e x x x x ( 2 0 1 3 ) 1e1 5 5
and fought the 1997 election under the banner of ‘New La-

bour’. The most significant achievement of his government’s

first termwas the successful negotiation, in 1998, of the ‘Good

Friday Agreement’ between the Governments of Great Britain

and the Irish Republic, in which the policies of each towards

Northern Ireland were mutually agreed, thus ending, in

principle, 30 years of violent conflict.

Between 1999 and 2000, Blair played a leading international

role in the resolution of the Kosovo crisis, and ordered a mili-

tary operation that contributed to the end of civil war in Sierra

Leone. These early foreign policy successes led to criticisms of

overconfidence and personal aggrandisement, particularly in

his relationship with President Clinton’s administration. The

latter led one aide to suggest that Blair was ‘sprinkling too

much adrenalin on his cornflakes’ (Owen, 2008). Soon after

winning a second term as Prime Minister in 2001, Blair

continued to display signs of HS when he introduced into his

Downing Street office a new administrative structure under

which decision-making on foreign affairs and defence strategy

were effectively transferred from their respective Government

departments. This change provoked criticisms of a ‘presiden-

tial’ style of government. Blair’s HS around this time is also

exemplified by an uncritical adherence to the American

determination to respond militarily in Iraq to the terrorist
Please cite this article in press as: Garrard P, et al., Linguistic biom
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attackson theUSmainlandonSeptember11th2001, andby the

hubristic incompetence of post-occupation planning for the

country following the downfall of Saddam Hussein. It is prob-

able, on the basis of his public justifications of his policies over

Afghanistan and Iraq, that HS was still present in 2006, when

he stated in a television interview, that God would judge him

for his decisions, claiming that “.if you have faith about these

things, you realise that judgement is made by other people.

and if you believe in God, it’s made by God as well”. Tony Blair

was forced fromoffice in 2007 (earlier thanhehad intended), by

what he himself refers to as a ‘coup’ by LabourMPs. It came, he

writes, after he felt the Parliamentary Party had moved (over

the Lebanonrather than Iraq) to a ‘querulousposition’, but that

he retained a feeling of ‘.determination to comfortme, andby

and large it did (which is, I suppose, what always happens to

leaders when the final hubris overwhelms them)’ (Blair, 2010,

pp. 600e618). Blair retired within months from the House of

Commons.

2.1.3. John Major (1990e1997)
Major had been Foreign Secretary and Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer in Thatcher’s government. He was her (somewhat

reluctant) proposer in the 1990 Conservative Party leadership

election that was triggered by a backbench challenge from
arkers of Hubris syndrome, Cortex (2013), http://dx.doi.org/
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Fig. 3 e Timeline of the Prime Ministerial career of John Major e November 28th 1990 to May 2nd 1997: Major held the post of

Chancellor of the Exchequer when he entered the 1990 Conservative Party leadership contest at a second ballot, after

Thatcher had failed to secure an overall majority and withdrawn. Although his share of the vote fell marginally short of an

outright majority, it was sufficient to persuade his two rival candidates to withdraw. Major assumed the duties of Prime

Minister the following day. His leadership style (particularly during the First Gulf War) was seen as modest in comparison

with that of his immediate predecessor, and although this played to media representations of colourlessness, or even

weakness, he enjoyed consistently high opinion poll ratings, and went on to win the 1992 general election. His full term of

office was, however, dogged by the UK’s forced exit from the ERM, Cabinet level disagreements over policy towards Europe

and the single currency, the BSE scare, and the sexual and financial misdemeanours of some of his senior Party colleagues.

In spite of a prolonged period of economic recovery over the years that followed ‘Black Wednesday’, the 1997 general

election resulted in a decisive defeat, leading Major to step down as Party leader.
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Michael Heseltine, the former Secretary of State for Defence.

Although Thatcherwon the initial ballot, hermargin of victory

was too narrow to avoid a second round, and she withdrew.

Major entered the contest in the second ballot, and his share

of the vote led his two rival candidates (Heseltine and Douglas

Hurd) to concede. He was declared Party leader, and became

Prime Minister in November 1990.

Major’s premiership coincided with the First Gulf War of

1991 e a UN sanctioned military operation by a 34-nation

coalition under US leadership that followed Saddam Hus-

sein’s invasion and annexation of Kuwait. The successful al-

lied campaign of aerial bombardment followed by ground

troop deployment was brief and effective, and Major’s modest

approach and his refusal to take partisan political advantage

(in marked contrast to Thatcher after the Falklands War), was

rewarded by favourable opinion polls, both personally and for
Please cite this article in press as: Garrard P, et al., Linguistic bio
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the Conservative government, which was returned to power

in the 1992 election. Major also opened the dialogue with the

provisional Irish Republican Army (IRA), which led eventually

to the signing of the Good Friday Agreement.

On ‘Black Wednesday’, September 16th 1992, just five

months into Major’s first full term as Prime Minster, the

United Kingdom was forced out of the Exchange Rate Mech-

anism (ERM), leading to a collapse of popular support for the

Government. In contrast to the hubristic behaviours displayed

by Thatcher and Blair, criticism of Major’s leadership

emphasised what was seen as his indecisiveness. To counter

this perception, he decided to resign and seek re-election as

Party leader, famously inviting dissident members to ‘put up

or shut up’, a gamble that he technically won in the vote in

June 1995, but which provided no boost to either his or his

Party’s political fortunes.
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The remainder of Major’s premiership came to be domi-

nated by three factors: continued schismswithin Cabinet over

European policy, particularly membership of the single cur-

rency; domestic alarmwith, and foreign reaction to, the rising

incidence of bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) and

variant Creutzfeldt Jakob disease (vCJD); and a series of high-

profile sexual and financial misdemeanours by senior Party

members. Major stepped down as Party leader and retired

from the House of Commons in 2001.

2.2. Language data

We conducted our search for linguistic biomarkers of HS using

transcribed samples of spoken language produced by each

subject over a number of years at weekly House of Commons

debates in which the Prime Minister of the day answers

questions (both hostile and friendly) from fellow MPs [‘Prime

Minister’s Questions’ (PMQ)]. Unlike ‘set piece’ speeches (such

as Party conference addresses) PMQ consists of largely un-

scripted verbal activity, whose content is reliably [albeit not

verbatim (Garrard, Haigh, & De Jager, 2011)] transcribed for the

Official Report of proceedings (Hansard).

These debates allowed us to compare the index speaker’s

language with a contemporaneous control sample, provided

(with at least equal spontaneity) by all the other participants

in the debates. Although the transcribed versions include

corrections of both grammatical and factual errors, and

exclude potentially informative paralinguistic elements, such

as dysfluencies and self-corrections, lexical content is pre-

served to a high criterion of reliability (Garrard et al., 2011).

Transcripts can therefore be considered as valid data for the

purposes of comparative lexical analysis of spoken discourse.

2.2.1. Document identification
Transcripts of all debates that took place during the terms of

office of the three subjects were downloaded from the

Hansard online archive <http://www.parliament.uk/

business/publications/hansard>. PMQ sessions were

uniquely identified by the appearance of the tag “engagements”,

which is used in Hansard to index the start of these sessions.

For each subject, texts of every PMQ debate that occurred

within her/his period of office were selected for further anal-

ysis. The numbers of documents retrieved for each of the

three subjects were: 603 for Thatcher; 338 for Major; and 305

for Blair. The smaller number of documents retrieved for

Major than Thatcher is a reflection of the difference in the

duration (4164 vs 2315 days) of their respective premierships,

while the difference between Thatcher and Blair is due to the

reduced frequency of PMQs from twice weekly (Tuesdays and

Thursdays) to one longer Wednesday morning session, which

took effect when Blair assumed office.

2.2.2. Text pre-processing
All text pre-processing steps and data analyses were per-

formed inMATLAB 2010. Native documents were converted to

.txt files using the function textutil, and the resulting files were

then parsed to separate the utterances of the Prime Minister

from those of all other speakers. This was accomplished by

inserting a hash-tag (#) before each individual speaker hy-

pertext label (by which every change of speaker is indicated),
Please cite this article in press as: Garrard P, et al., Linguistic biom
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and then sub-selecting those that were followed by the string

‘The Prime Minister’. The speaker-parsed texts were then

converted to lower case, and all special symbols, non-text

characters, references, hyperlinks and other non-verbal

components were removed. Punctuation marks (other than

apostrophes, which have an impact on meaning) were also

removed.
2.3. Statistical measures

2.3.1. Analysis 1 e Complexity
In information theory, entropy (H) is equivalent to the amount

of information (measured in bits) that is addedwhen the value

of a previously unknown variable is obtained. The entropy of a

random variable equates to its unpredictability (thus, the en-

tropy of a fair coin toss equates to 1 bit, that of two fair coin

tosses 2 bits, etc.). Shannon (1951) showed how information

content could also be measured in written language, empiri-

cally determining the accuracy with which a reader could

predict the identity of sequentially revealed characters

(including spaces) in a segment of text. In a truly random

sequence of characters, each has an entropy value of log2 27

(26 letters and space), or approximately 4.75 bits. However,

next character predictability in a meaningful text will vary

according to the contextual information (lexical, semantic,

syntactic and grammatical) inherent in what has already been

revealed. As a simple example, given a value of ‘q’ (in an En-

glish text), a value of ‘u’ for the next character is highly pre-

dictable. Most character sequences, however, are less so: one

of Shannon’s most famous examples begins “there is no

reverse on a motorcycle.”, in which the underlined charac-

ters could be expected to be predicted with confidence from

the preceding context, while others would offer a wider range

of possibilities, limited mainly by spelling conventions.

Averaging the number of guesses required per letter across

the whole sample provided a value of around 2, giving esti-

mated entropy of approximately 2 bits per letter for this

sample.

A number of formulae have been proposed for estimating

the entropy of a piece of text based on both letter and word

sequences [see Zanette (2012) for a review]. For the present

analysis we used Shannon’s letter-based formula [Equation

(1)], in which p(xj) is the probability mass function of outcome

xj. Because entropy is sensitive to document length, we ob-

tained values of ‘relative entropy’ by taking mean values

across sequential blocks of 100 words within each speech

episode, using the relative frequencies of each character in the

block to estimate p(xj). Entropy was expressed as a proportion

of the maximum entropy possible (i.e., where every word is

unique and occurs once).

HðXÞ ¼ �
Xn

j¼1

P
�
X ¼ xj

�
log2

�
P
�
X ¼ xj

��
(1)

Data were analysed by: (1) examining the influence of two

factors (subject and years since assuming office) on the mean

value of Shannon entropy across each year of office; and (2)

regression of the value of the variable against a time variable.

Because of the variation in the three subjects’ duration of of-

fice, the time variable was represented as a fraction of total
arkers of Hubris syndrome, Cortex (2013), http://dx.doi.org/
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time in office [normalised time in office (nTiO)], equal to the

number of days since assuming office divided by the total

number of days in office. Because the time variable is non-

uniform, data were binned into 1% nTiO time-windows, and

the average word frequencies within these periods taken as

the dependent variable.

2.3.2. Analysis 2 e N-gram trends
In this analysis, we examined the sequence of language

samples produced by each subject for statistical correlations

(positive or negative) between the relative frequency of single

words (1-grams) or sequences of words (n-grams), and the

duration of time spent in office. The duration of power (as well

as its extent and the constraints imposed on the exercise of it)

are key external factors contributing to HS (Owen & Davidson,

2009). It follows that words or phrases whose frequencies

correlate closely with time (represented as already described,

in the form of nTiO) in subjects who exhibited HS would be

plausible candidates for linguistic markers of the condition.

We used a multiple correlation analysis to look for and

define the strengths of these theoretical associations. Word

frequency values were normalised by dividing the individual

word frequency by the total number of words during each

normalised time interval. To facilitate between-subject com-

parisons, we restricted the analysis to the set of words that

were used more than once by all three speakers. Linear in-

teractions with nTiO (as defined above) were explored using

Pearson’s correlation coefficient, with resulting p values cor-

rected for multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate

p value (pFDR) implemented in MATLAB.

2.3.3. Analysis 3 e Keyness
Two analyses were performed using the ‘keyness’ metric

(Scott & Bondi, 2010). A keyword is one that occurs with a

proportional frequency that is significantly higher or lower

(using the log-likelihood statistic) in the index sample than in

the reference sample. The larger the difference, the greater

the (positive or negative) value of keyness.

To calculate keyness values of words spoken by the three

subjects we used the ‘WordSmith’ software package (Scott,

1996). For each calendar year, separate word frequency ta-

bles were created from the parsed PMQ texts (see above under

‘Text pre-processing’) attributable to the Prime Minister, and

those attributable to other speakers in the debates (reference

sample).

Tables of the Prime Minister’s keywords and their keyness

values in each year were then created by comparing the
Table 2 e Overall characteristics associated with the discourse s

Summary measure M.T.

Word tokensa 613,649

Mean per PMQ session (SD) 1017.7 (140.3)

Word typesa 13,115

Mean per PMQ session (SD) 423.6 (48.2)

Mean sentence length (SD) 18.9 (1.88)

Mean sentences per PMQ 54 (7.8)

Mean Shannon entropy 5.84 (.16)

a The word token count is the total number of words in a text, while a wo

ratio between these two textual features can be used as an index of the
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frequencies in each pair of samples using WordSmith’s ‘Key-

Words’ facility. Keyword tables were used in two ways: (i) to

examine the keyness of an a priori marker of HS (the first

person plural pronoun); and (ii) to identify other ‘Hubris

words’, whose keyness changed over a similar time course to

that of the historically identified onset of HS (see Figs. 1 and 2):

(i) First person plural pronoun usage: Symptom 6 in Owen and

Davidson’s (2009) formulation (the tendency to speak in

the third person or use the royal ‘we’) would predict that

the frequency of the first person plural pronouns (‘we’,

‘us’ and ‘our’) will be higher, in relation to their singular

equivalents (‘I’, ‘me’ and ‘my’) in the language of the two

hubristic subjects. The individual entries for each form

[(<WE> <OUR> <US>) and (<I> <MY> <ME>)] were

therefore combined (lemmatised), and given the labels

<WE> and <I>.

(ii) Identification of other ‘Hubris words’: We defined as ‘Hubris

words’ those forwhich themean keyness valuewas lower

in the years before HS onset than in the years following it

(i.e., before vs after 2000 in the case of Blair, and before

vs after 1988 in the case of Thatcher). To increase the

specificity of this measure, we considered only those

words that emerged as keywords in more than half of the

calendar year samples from the subject’s term of office.
3. Results

3.1. Overall vocabulary characteristics

The total numbers of words (tokens and unique word types)

used by the three subjects at PMQ, and the mean values of

each per session (in italics) are displayed below in Table 2.

Also shown are the mean sentence lengths [calculated by

dividing the total words by the total number of sentence

ending marks (full stops, question marks and exclamation

marks)], and themean overall and per PMQ values of Shannon

entropy obtained from the texts of each subject’s speeches.

The table indicates that, of the three subjects, Blair not only

uttered the largest number of words per PMQ (which could be

explained simply on the basis that each of his once-weekly

debates occupied twice as much parliamentary time as the

twice-weekly sessions of his predecessors), but also he used a

wider variety of different words, and spoke in somewhat

longer sentences. By contrast, there are only small differences

across the three speakers in the complexity measure, though
amples obtained from the three subjects in the study.

J.M. T.B.

383,192 816,242

1127.9 (154.8) 2658 (281.7)

10,861 14,450

458.4 (52.8) 838.8 (68.3)

20.69 (2.03) 22.4 (2.0)

55 (7.5) 120 (12.2)

5.82 (.15) 5.85 (.14)

rd type count increases only with the first instance of each word. The

richness of the vocabulary in a passage of text.
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it can be seen that the smallest value attaches to the language

of Major, and that the standard deviations (SDs) are small.

More detailed analyses of these measures will therefore focus

on longitudinal patterns of change rather than absolute

overall differences.
3.2. Complexity

The mean values of entropy for all text samples produced in

each of the calendar years inwhich the subjects held office are

displayed in Fig. 4. Suggested interpretations of the trends

commencing at points ‘A’ and ‘C’, and the peak marked ‘B’ are

provided in the figure legend.

Separate 3 (subject) by 12 (year of office) analyses of vari-

ance (ANOVAs) confirmed that the values did not vary

significantly by subject (F ¼ 2.3, p > .05), or by year (F < 1), nor

was there any interaction (F ¼ 1.3, p > .05). Exploratory

regression analyses for each subject in turn failed to identify

either linear or logarithmic relationships between Shannon

entropy and year of office for either Blair or Major, but there

was a small linear increase in this variable over time in the

texts of Thatcher (R2 ¼ .01, p < .05).
3.3. N-gram trends

In the interests of space we display only the 10 most positive

and 10 most negative unigram, bigram and trigram correlates

with nTiO in the text corpora of the three subjects. These are

displayed in Table 2 (positive correlates) and Table 3 (negative

correlates). A more extensive list, containing the top 30
Fig. 4 e Changes in mean values of Shannon entropy by year of offic

informational complexity) above baseline over the final years of

evidence that her HS emerged when the moderating influence

with historical interpretations of Tony Blair’s HS having early a

early and successful military interventions in Kosovo and Sierra

in the aftermath of the invasion of Iraq. The values derived fro

periods of increase, and maxima consistently lower than those

been normalised for document length by dividing mean entropy

where every word is unique and occurs once.
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positive and negative unigram correlates, together with their

coefficients, is available online.

Althoughmarkers specific to symptoms 6 (‘royal we’) and 9

(‘History’, ‘God’) do not appear in these lists, two positive

correlations stand out as possible HS markers in Blair’s

discourse: the use of the first person singular forms ‘I’ and

‘me’ are among the strongest positive correlates, pointing to a

growing sense in the speaker’s estimation, of his personal

importance in thework of his Government (symptoms 1, 5 and

perhaps 4). In contrast, these items become significantly less

frequent in Major’s utterances over the course of his time in

office (see Table 4). The second strong correlate of interest is

the word ‘sure’, which was identified in the Introduction as a

possible marker of symptoms 7 (‘excessive confidence in the

individual’s own judgement and contempt for the advice of

criticism of others’), and 8 (‘exaggerated self-belief, bordering

on a sense of omnipotence, in what they personally can

achieve’).

Whilst it is clear that individual elements of a common

prime ministerial vocabulary show strong correlations with

the duration over which the speaker held office, it does not

follow that such a relationship indicates the development of

HS over the period in question, and some word correlates

clearlymark other trends: Thatcher’s decreasing references to

‘unemployment’ perhaps reflect the improvement in the

employment statistics during the second half of her

premiership; Major’s increasing references to the opposition

Party, its (‘shadow’) front bench, ‘leader’, and the name of his

parliamentary constituency (‘Sedgefield’) seem likely to have

been driven by the increasing influence of New Labour in the

years preceding the 2007 general election; the same
e in the three subjects: The rise in entropy (indicating greater

Margaret Thatcher’s premiership (point A), aligns with the

of William Whitelaw had been lost. Points B and C accord

nd late manifestations, the former (B) coinciding with his

Leone, and the latter (C) reflecting ‘hubristic incompetence’

m John Major’s discourse fluctuate, showing no sustained

of the two HS subjects. Relative entropy is entropy that has

for a 100 word block by the maximum entropy possible i.e.,

arkers of Hubris syndrome, Cortex (2013), http://dx.doi.org/
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Table 3 e Top 10 positive unigram, bigram and trigram temporal correlates (i.e., those becoming consistently more frequent with increasing time in office) for the three
subjects. The capitalised entries indicate linguistic changes that might be predicted from the diagnostic features of HS.

Margaret Thatcher John Major Tony Blair

Rank 1-grams 2-grams 3-grams 1-grams 2-grams 3-grams 1-grams 2-grams 3-grams

1 Moments Reply that Reply I gave Member Hon member The rest of Engagements Position exactly Will have further

2 Ago Some million The regime but Not But export The hon member Learned Things about I will have

3 Gave Are distributed Gave some moments Deputy Long recession Hon member for Condolences Our human House my hon

4 Refer Moments ago Some mobility to Shadow The shadow Of the Labour ME For allocation And learned gentleman

5 Some I gave I gave some Labour Member for Deputy leader to Killed I will My engagements I

6 Reply The reply That I have Leader Labour Party The Labour Party SURE Get under Hon and learned

7 Yes I refer To the reply Party The Labour Members should listen I Can working Right that is

8 Charge That I Moment we heard Sedgefield Leader of Member to the Listing Rejoin the Have further such

9 And Gentleman if Gentleman to the He Answer I Hon member to Important Let me Condolences to the

10 Community Refer the Hon gentleman if If Does not Leader of the Antisocial Of enforcing Me in wishing

Table 4 e Top 10 negative unigram, bigram and trigram temporal correlates (i.e., those becoming consistently less frequent with increasing time in office) for the three
subjects. The capitalised entries indicate linguistic changes that might be predicted from the diagnostic features of HS.

Margaret Thatcher John Major Tony Blair

Rank 1-grams 2-grams 3-grams 1-grams 2-grams 3-grams 1-grams 2-grams 3-grams

1 Shall Reply which Reply which I Reply Reply that That I gave Shall Previous government The previous government

2 If Which I Which I have Gave That I The reply that Conservative WE SHALL The Conservative

government

3 Vast Gave earlier The reply which Refer The reply Reply that I Previous The previous By the previous

4 Public Just given I gave earlier Moments I refer My hon friend The The Conservative We shall do

5 Earlier Cabinet in Have just given Ago Some moments Gentleman to the Government Conservative members Right hon gentleman

6 Unemployment Have just The Cabinet in Community Gave some To the right Inherited Conservative

government

We shall save

7 Industries Vast majority Duties in this Friend I gave Gave some moments Party I shall Inherited is quite

8 Opportunities The vast Further meetings with MY My hon Some moments ago Conservatives The Conservatives We inherited from

9 Goods I shall Cabinet in addition Some Moments ago I gave some Term Inherited from Schools and hospitals

10 Member Member of Member of the I Hon friend The hon gentleman Opposition Shall have Shall be making
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rebalancing of political power is suggested by Blair’s

decreasing references to the (‘Conservative’) opposition, while

his increasing expressions of ‘condolence’ for (British soldiers)

‘killed’ indicate the political dominance of the Afghan and Iraq

wars in the years following the 9/11 attacks.

It is intriguing that Thatcher’s discourse correlates both

positively and negatively with bi- and trigrammatic compo-

nents of the phrase “I refer [the honourable] gentleman to the

reply I gave moments ago”: closer inspection, however, re-

veals that the negative correlation marks a shift from the use

of the non-restrictive relative pronoun (‘which’) to the

restrictive form (‘that’). In the context, the latter is syntacti-

cally more appropriate (Burchfield, 1998), though this correc-

tive trend could have come about at the stage of transcription.

A final, notable trend is the increasing use of the word

‘learned’ by Blair: in the language of the UK Parliament, MPs

with a background in the legal profession are conventionally

referred to as ‘the honourable and learned member’; it re-

mains to be established whether the proportion of lawyers in

the House of Commons (a group that included Blair himself)

increased over the course of his premiership.

To increase the specificity of temporal correlations to the

diagnostic status (HS vs non-HS) of the subjects, we consid-

ered as potential HS markers, the n-grams that correlated

significantly with nTiO in the speeches of the two HS subjects

(either positively or negatively, but with the same sign in

each), but failed to do so in the speeches of the control subject.

These items are displayed in Table 5.

Two of the trigram correlates suggest that Blair and

Thatcher became less likely to discuss their ‘duties’ the longer

they remained in office, an observation broadly in keeping

with a hubristic attitude, albeit not explicitly captured by any

of the Owen and Davidson criteria. The decreasing use of the

phrase ‘we shall’ challenges the possibility that HS symptom 6

(‘a tendency to speak in the third person or to use the “royal

we”’) emerges over time in both Thatcher and Blair, though

this point requires closer scrutiny of each of the contexts

in which the phrase was uttered. Further exploration of

first person plural pronoun usage is reported in the next

section.
Table 5 e HS words and phrases: uni- bi- and trigrams that corr
discourse obtained from M.T. and T.B. but showed no significan

Words/n-grams correlating
only in HS

Margaret Thatcher

R pfdr

1-grams

And .4785 .0084

Question �.4264 .0416

No �.4789 .0093

Shall �.5769 .0001

2-grams

We shall �.5111 .0106

3-grams

My duties in �.5794 .0002

To my duties �.5484 .0006

Addition to my �.5399 .0008

Meeting the economic �.4294 .0344
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3.4. Keyness

The availability of word keyness values over a series of

discrete time-intervals (calendar years), allowed temporal

variations in keyness to be examined. We used this variation

first to look for individual words in which temporal fluctua-

tions in keyness values made them candidate markers of HS

(‘Hubris words’), and secondly to examine each subject’s

usage of the first person plural pronoun in greater detail.

3.4.1. Identification of other ‘Hubris words’
Selection of candidate ‘Hubris words’ from the vocabulary of

the two HS subjects was guided by a comparison of their

keyness values during periods before and after the onset of HS

as identified by Owen and Davidson: that is, before and after

2000 for Blair and before and after 1988 for Thatcher. Candi-

date words were those with significant (positive or negative)

values of keyness in at least half of the number of calendar

years in which a subject held office, and whose mean keyness

value was numerically higher in the post-HS than the pre-HS

period. The full lists of these words, and their associated

keyness values in each of the subjects’ years of office (avail-

able in the onlinematerials) partially overlappedwith the lists

of positive and negative temporal correlates identified in

Analysis 2 (as would be expected). The single inconsistency

was that, in contrast to its decline over time in office in

Analysis 2, the word ‘duties’ had higher keyness in Thatcher’s

utterances in the period after than before the putative onset of

HS. This finding appears to contradict the negative correlation

with two trigrams containing the word ‘duties’ that was re-

ported in Analysis 2. The inconsistency between these two

approaches may have arisen because keyness depends on

changes in the frequency of the same word in a reference

corpus, while proportional frequency trends do not. In

contrast, elements of the phrase ‘I refer the honourable gen-

tleman to the reply that/which I gave some moments ago’

were consistently identified by both analyses. ‘Hubris’ key-

words from both Blair and Thatcher also included the word ‘I’;

and ‘we’ was among the ‘Hubris’ keywords identified from

Thatcher’s discourse. Among newly identified items of
elated (positively or negatively) with time in office in
t change over time in the language of J.M.

John Major Tony Blair

R pfdr R pfdr

.2195 ns .5215 .0006

.126 ns �.5242 .0018

�.2616 ns �.4394 .01

.2598 ns �.7589 <.0001

.2757 ns �.5965 .0012

.4027 ns �.5622 .0008

.4165 ns �.5638 .0009

.4037 ns �.5352 .0022

.4272 ns �.5019 .0067
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interest, was the term ‘obviously’ in Blair’s post-HS period e

an indication, perhaps, of the presence of symptom 7

(‘excessive confidence in the individual’s own judgement and

contempt for advice or criticism form others’).

3.4.2. First person plural pronoun usage
The keyness values associated with the first person plural and

first person singular pronoun lemmas in the discourse of the

three subjects during each of the calendar years during which

they held office were used to calculate the keyness ratio of the

former to the latter (the ‘WE:I ratio’). The higher the value of

this index, the greater the relative frequency of the items ‘WE’,

‘US’ and ‘OUR’ in comparison to that of the terms ‘I’, ‘ME’ and

‘MY’. The values for each subject in successive years of office

are displayed in Fig. 5. It is clear that Blair’s use of first person

plural pronouns in comparison to their singular equivalents is

higher, throughout his term of office, than those of the other

two subjects ever achieve in theirs, and that it shows

considerable fluctuation, with its highest values occurring in

the period between 1999 and 2001, during which Owen and

Davidson postulated the onset of hubristic behaviour.

3.5. Discussion

It is firmly established that many neurological and psychiatric

syndromes can cause distinctive patterns of change in spoken
Fig. 5 e Changes in the keyness ratio of ‘we’ to ‘I’ by year of

office in the three subjects: Tony Blair’s markedly higher rate

of ‘we’ usage, compared to ‘I’, over the entire duration of

his term of office, is themost striking finding, but a number

of additional features are worth noting: First, the early

peak in Blair’s speeches corresponds temporally to point B

in Fig. 4, and may have a similar origin. Secondly, the

smaller peak in Margaret Thatcher’s values coincides with

the year of her re-election and the aftermath of the

Falkland’s War. And finally, John Major’s speeches show

consistently the lowest level of ‘we’ usage throughout his

time in office.
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and written discourse, and that such changes can be described

and quantified using a range of manual and automated

analytical approaches (Ahmed, de Jager, Haigh, & Garrard,

2012, 2013; Elvevåg, Foltz, Weinberger, & Goldberg, 2007;

Wilson et al., 2010). The application of similar methodologies

to recorded or archived samples of language, with the aim of

establishing medical information of cultural or historical

importance, is a more recent enterprise (Garrard, 2009, 2010;

Williams, Holmes, Kemper, & Marquis, 2003). Opportunities

for carrying out such analyses have been greatly enhanced by

the growing availability of large volumes of digitised texts.

The present study made use of a publicly available digital

archive of transcripts of British political debate between 1979

and 2007, and attempted to identify changes in spoken lan-

guage that might be associated with specific clinical features

of the acquired personality disorder, HS. Diagnoses of HS in

two of the three Prime Ministers who held office during this

period, and its absence in the third, had already beenmade on

independent grounds. We applied three different compu-

terised approaches to analyse samples of these individuals’

language, and obtained results which, although of variable

statistical significance, all raised questions for further study

and prospects for methodological refinement. Although lan-

guage has been used before to mark the psychological status

of politicians (Garrard, 2009), and specifically as an index of HS

[in the written communications of a financial sector leader

(Brennan & Conroy, 2013)], neither spoken language data nor

the specific analytical methods employed here have previ-

ously been used to investigate HS.

We began by considering the global characteristic of

discourse complexity, the extent to which this variable

changes over time, and its correspondence with diagnostic

status in HS. We hypothesised that the reckless, slipshod

decision-making that is a feature of HS would be reflected in

greater unpredictability within discourse samples. This char-

acteristic should be captured by higher levels of informational

complexity, which was quantified using Shannon entropy.

Although statistical significance seemed to be driven mainly

by the large number of data points available for analysis, en-

tropy showed a marginal increase with time in one of the HS

subjects, in keeping with predictions, and patterns of tempo-

ral fluctuation in both that were compatible with historical

interpretations of their behaviour while in power.

Because of the association between duration of power and

the development of HS, lexical usages (both single words and

groups of words) that becamemore or less commonwith each

year of office were considered to be potential markers of the

syndrome. We argued that certain words or phrases would be

indicative of one ormore of the symptoms of HS listed in Table

1. Some of these clinical features embody explicit predictions

concerningword use (such as symptoms 6 and 9), while others

suggest an association with a particular content or presenta-

tional style. References to God or History did not emerge as

temporal correlates, and the ‘royal we’ became less, rather

than more, common in both Thatcher and Blair’s discourse.

Therewere also changes in the frequencies of words that were

indirectly associated with symptomatic behaviours in one or

more of the HS subjects: Blair was increasingly ‘sure’,

increasingly self-referential in his choice of pronouns (‘I’ and

‘me’) and more likely to consider his statements ‘important’.
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Both Thatcher and Blair were decreasingly likely to refer to

their ‘duties’ the longer they stayed in office.

Naturally, interpretation of the outcomes of multiple sta-

tistical tests based on such a large quantity of data should be

tentative, even when values are corrected (as here) for mul-

tiple comparisons. We would argue, however, that the clear

associations of other frequency correlates with political and

social change provided collateral support for the reality of the

HS related findings. Indeed, a similar set of phenomena were

illustrated in an analysis of word and phrase frequencies

across a much larger digitised corpus (5 million books pub-

lished between 1800 and 2000): Michel et al. (2011) plotted the

points and rates of entry into written language of new con-

cepts (such as inventions and scientific discoveries) and the

rates at which ideas and celebrities fade from collective con-

sciousness. An illustration of how changes in a smaller and

more restricted language corpus can also reflect similar ‘cul-

turnomic’ changes is displayed in Fig. 6, which plots a steady

decline in the relative frequency of the phrase ‘honourable

gentleman’ over a period that saw an unprecedented increase

in the number of female Members of Parliament following

Blair’s first election victory.

Finally, we considered the frequencies of individual words

in the three subjects’ discourse relative to their frequencies in

a reference sample (for which we used the questions, replies

and contributions made during PMQ by all other speakers in

the debates). The shared context, and the speakers’ common

profession, made this a particularly suitable comparison.

Moreover, the availability of discrete time-windows within

which relative frequency (‘keyness’) was calculated made it

possible to compare periods either side of the year inwhichHS

had been independently judged first to appear. Using this

method we identified a number of candidates for linguistic

markers of HS: although the lists for Blair and Thatcher

showed little overlap, the first person singular pronoun

appeared in both, and the ratio of first person plural to first

person singular pronouns increased markedly in Blair’s

discourse after HS was said to have become first apparent.
Fig. 6 e The rise and fall of ‘honourable gentleman’: This bigram is

the House of Commons, and has been falling consistently since

of female MPs among the 1997 intake, and the increasing use o
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Although Thatcher’s use of ‘we’ relative to ‘I’ remained stable

over her period of office, and well below the rates associated

with Blair, it was always consistently higher than the ratios in

Major’s discourse. The contrast between individuals, and (in

Blair’s case) the temporal trend, would be consistent with the

association (Pennebaker, Mehl, & Niederhoffer, 2003) between

an individual’s status within a hierarchy and greater use of

the first person plural pronoun. The difference may be alter-

natively explained by the notion that Blair showed less respect

for the House of Commons than Thatcher and Major, perhaps

in part because he had not benefited from a ministerial

‘apprenticeship’ before becoming Prime Minister. In this re-

gard it would be useful to study the parliamentary language of

David Cameron, whose path to office was similar to that of

Blair. It would also be useful to carry out similar analyses on

speeches delivered to Party conferences, from which any

inhibitory effect of addressing the legislative body would have

been absent. The keyness metric also lends itself to other

contrasts of potential interest, such as comparisons across

time-intervals shorter than a year, and the use of each PM’s

pre-HS discourse as a reference vocabulary for the identifi-

cation of the relevant keywords in the post-HS sample;

assignment of an arbitrary set of cut-points for J.M.’s

discourse would allow the reliability of this approach to HS

language to be examined.

Although the large volumes of language data available for

analysis and the relative spontaneity of the discourse samples

produced were a major strength of the study, the ability to

parse samples so as to dissect out usages of interest in more

detail according to context would have provided greater

specificity. This is particularly true of the putative HS marker

‘we’, for which Pennebaker (2012) has identified five separate

senses, including the ‘we-as-I we’ (of which the ‘royal we’ is a

special case). Other senses are equally imperious: the ‘we-as-

you we’ is used to issue instructions and commands, and the

‘every-like-minded-person-on-earth we’ which identifies the

speaker’s interests or opinionswith those of a wider public (cf.

symptom 5 of HS). Also of potential interest to future studies
the male-specific manner of referring to other members of

Tony Blair first came to office, reflecting the larger numbers

f gender-neutral terms such as ‘Honourable member’.
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will be the contexts (linguistic and political/historical) within

which temporally correlating words and phrases occur.

The complexity analyses were disappointingly unreveal-

ing, yet we believe that the potential importance of these

measures should not be disregarded, for a number of reasons:

First, when the values were plotted against a time variable,

sustained trends were evident in the values obtained from the

two subjects with HS, which seemed consistent with the time

course of the condition in each. Secondly, the complexity

inherent in the original spoken message might have been

diluted during the process of transcription for Hansard, which

would tend to remove more unpredictable elements such as

clumsy grammar and syntax. An examination of complexity

metrics in transcripts of parliamentary debate or broadcast

interviews that have been prepared for the purpose of analysis

(and therefore not subject to the transcriptional modifications

created by Hansard) would therefore be worthwhile. The third

reason not to abandon complexity is the availability of alter-

native, word- rather than letter-basedmethods of quantifying

it that may be more appropriate to heard speech than a

measure based on the information content of sequentially

revealed letters in a written script (Zanette, 2012). Coherence

measures derived from latent semantic analysis (Landauer &

Dumais, 1997) may also prove helpful in this regard. The

final and most important reason for persisting in identifying

informative measures of complexity is its potential for

providing objective data in real time, and thus timely alerts of

the onset of HS, not only in the political sphere, but also in

business, finance, and public service (Brennan& Conroy, 2013;

Coates & Herbert, 2008; Parman, 2012; Robertson, 2013), where

the effects of HS on the judgement of those invested with

relatively unfettered power have been equally devastating.

Transcripts of the language used by CEOs at shareholders’

meetings held in the years leading up to the recent financial

crisis would be one potential source of such data.

A final aim must be to isolate the neural and/or physio-

logical basis for HS, an objective that will be greatly assisted by

the identification of reliable and measurable markers of the

condition. Structural and functional magnetic resonance (MR)

imaging studies involving groups of individuals affected by or

at risk of HS could provide important insights into its neural

basis. Coates and Herbert (2008) recently described a cycle of

neuroendocrine changes associated with phases of successful

and unsuccessful risk-taking by financial traders. Corre-

sponding cyclical trends in linguistic features such as those

described in this paper would be a powerful test of their status

as robust biological markers of psychological status.
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Supplementary data related to this article can be found at
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